Furthermore, I create metaphors in the painting that is layered onto the quilt (Quilt as Metaphor). The last two chapters are most closely related to the current work in my thesis exhibit, the Yoyo Series, and the Surface Series, although these quilts contain traces of other concepts in the chain as well.
QUIL T AS DECISION
A quilter first has to decide what to make, why, and how to proceed. In effect, the quilt represents the process of creative decisions. Because of centuries of gender discrimination, needlework was one of the few avenues of creativity available to many women. So a woman's decision to make a quilt was often prescribed by the culture. Ifshe were free to create what she wanted, to devote her life to art, her decisions might be very different. Yet under the circumstances, making a quilt fulfilled a personal as well as utilitarian need.
In The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir describes a dismal portrait of the bourgeois woman of leisure who often turned to creative work:
When she decides to paint or write merely to fill her empty days, painting and essays will be treated as fancywork: she will devote no more care and time to them, and they will have about the same value ... Accustomed to idleness, having never felt in her mode of life the austere necessity of discipline, she will not be capable of sustained and persistent effort, she will never succeed in gaining solid technique. She is repelled by the thankless, solitary gropings of work that never sees the light of day. Linda Nochlin challenges assumptions in the field of art history "in the very way of formulating the crucial questions of the discipline as a whole." 3 Given the barriers in our education and institutional systems that held back women, Nochlin suggests that women never had the chance to make great art. 
QUIL T AS DECONSTRUCTIONIRECONSTRUCTION
There is a tearing-fabric scraps, flour sacks, and for those with means, whole pieces of fabric were ripped or cut into shapes to be sewn together. Judith Elsley compared the act oftearing to rape in Alice Walker's book, The Color Purple:
In fact, a quilt cannot corne into being without that tearing. This deconstructive act is, paradoxically ... also one of the quilter's most creative acts ... Tearing seems like a singularly appropriate place for woman to begin, whether with a quilt or with finding a way to autonomy, because being tom is so familiar an experience for women. Gift is about the binary nature of love.
The Greatest Gift (1992) QUILT AS UTILITY
The primary purpose of a quilt is utilitarian: it is made to cover a bed. Fragments were first pieced together as a thrifty way of using up scraps from clothing. and Leaving.
Birth (1997)
As a bed cover, a quilt is also a witness to sleep. Gain/Loss, detail (2006) QUILT AS METAPHOR Quilting is a source for metaphors in contemporary literature. Quilting bees, pattern names, and techniques can be used to describe women's experiences, as in Alice Walker's The Color Purple, mentioned above. Originally, the quilt was, for me, a metaphor for women's creativity that had been stifled by patriarchal oppression. The quilt patterns are a metaphor for the richness of women's lives in spite of their circumstances.
In the past, I retained the fabric designs that made up the quilt patterns by using transparent color. The Path is the first quilt in which the fabric design is deliberately hidden, although the quilt pattern is still slightly visible and is utilized as a grid for the painted paths. In this quilt. an "Eight Pointed Star" quilt. I traced two intersecting paths, a golden path and a shadow path, that are metaphors for the choices we make in life. A thin veil of white further obscures the whole piece.
The Surface Series lets go of fabric design and quilt pattern and concentrates on the worn surface and structure of the quilt stitches that hold it together. The worn quilt becomes a metaphor for aging. The pattern becomes invisible, as an aging woman becomes invisible. It is not without difficulty that I obscure the pattern and fabric design that give a quilt its identity. The scars and deteriorating fabric are significant, and combine with the quilting stitches to provide a rich surface. Often, an entire area has dissolved due to the type of dye used, leaving only cotton batting and thread. This creates texture that is enhanced by the addition of layers of color, sometimes as many as twenty. 
